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Abstract: This paper presents a general dynamic finite horizon spatial price equilibrium model. Inventorying is allowed 
at both supply and demand markets and backordering is also permitted for as many time periods as dictated by the 
competitive equilibrium. The case of perishable commodities, where inventorying may be practicable for only one or 
several time periods, is handled within the model by appropriately defined feasibility conditions. Alternative 
variational inequality formulations are given and then exploited (akin to the work for static spatial price equilibrium 
problems) to construct Gauss-Seidel schemes. Computational experience for these schemes and for equilibration 
methods is given for a number of scenarios. 
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1. Introduction 
The spatial price equilibrium models of Samuelson [26] and Takayama and Judge [29] have 
provided the basic framework for the study of a variety of applications in the fields of 
agriculture, regional science, and energy markets. The central issue in such studies is the 
computation of the equilibrium regional production, consumption, and interregional commodity 
flow patterns. 
Although Takayama and Judge [29] formulated spatial price equilibrium models which were 
temporal, most of the recent advances in model formulation and algorithm development in a 
general setting, have considered exclusively static spatial price equilibrium problems (see, e.g., 
Asmuth, Eaves, and Peterson [2], Pang and Lee [25], Florian and Los [8], Friesz et al. [12], Friesz, 
Harker and Tobin [lo], Pang [23,24], Dafermos and Nagurney [5,6], Jones, Saigal and Schneider 
[15,16], and Nagurney [21], among others). An exception to this is the work of Takayama and 
Uri [30] and Takayama, Hashimoto and Uri [28] who dealt with temporal models, albeit in the 
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case of linear supply and demand functions. Examples of specialized industry-specific temporal 
models are given by Kottke [18], Fuchs, Famish, and Bohall [13], and Martin and Zwart [19]. 
(See also Judge and Takayama [17]) and the references therein.) 
Granted, as early as Samuelson [27], it was noted that temporal models can be viewed as static 
models if the associations of carry-over costs between time periods which were assumed fixed, 
with transport costs, and time periods with regions are made. However, direct replication of 
existing static models over time may not adequately address such important issues as inventory- 
ing at supply and at demand markets and backordering. Moreover, it is not clear, in the absence 
of rigorous testing, whether or not such an approach is computationally feasible. 
In this paper we consider the general dynamic (temporal) finite horizon, spatial price 
equilibrium problem over discrete time periods. The supply price of the commodity at any 
supply market in any given time period may depend upon, in general, the supply of the 
commodity at every supply market in every time period. Similarly, the demand price of the 
commodity in any given time period may depend upon the demand of the commodity at every 
demand market in every time period. The inventorying cost of the commodity at any supply 
market, at any demand market, as well as, the backordering cost at any demand market between 
two time periods, may, in general, depend upon the quantities inventoried at every supply and 
every demand market between every pair of successive time periods, the quantities backordered 
at every demand market between two successive time periods, and the quantities of the 
commodity shipped between every pair of supply and demand markets within every time period. 
The transportation cost of shipping the commodity between any pair of supply and demand 
markets within any time period, in turn, may, in general, depend upon the quantities of the 
commodity shipped between every pair of supply and demand markets within every time period, 
the quantities inventoried at every supply and every demand market between every pair of 
successive time periods, and the quantities backordered at every demand market between two 
periods. 
This framework differs from that of Takayama and Judge [29] in a number of ways. Here 
inventorying is allowed at both supply and demand markets (see also Guise [14]) for as many 
time periods as dictated by the competitive equilibrium. The case of perishable commodities, 
where inventorying may be practicable for only one or several time periods, is handled within the 
model by appropriately defined feasibility conditions. Also the inventorying costs, as well as, the 
transportation costs are no longer assumed fixed. In addition, this framework can handle 
situations where the commodity is not available in the present time period and must be produced 
in a future time period in order to fulfill the demand. 
For this problem we give the temporal and spatial equilibrium conditions, analogous to those 
of Takayama and Judge [29] and give the variational inequality formulation of the problem. Our 
formulation is based crucially on the visualization of the problem as a network (See e.g., 
Dafermos and Nagurney [6]). 
The theory of variational inequalities has been applied successfully for the computation of the 
equilibrium in static spatial price equilibrium problems. Friesz, Harker and Tobin [lo] showed 
that a diagonalization method, which is a special case of a general iterative scheme devised by 
Dafermos [4], is computationally more efficient than a successive linearization algorithm based 
on the nonlinear complementarity formulation of the problem. However, they concluded that for 
the algorithms utilized in their tests, there is a three-dimensional trade-off in selecting an 
algorithm in terms of problem size, speed of computation, and accuracy of the solution. 
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Recently, Nagurney [21], motivated by the work of Pang [24], gave alternative variational 
inequality formulations of the static spatial price equilibrium problem (s.p.e.p.), defined over 
Cartesian products of sets. She then exploited these formulations and applied Gauss-Seidel serial 
decomposition methods on large-scale randomly generated problems. These methods, when 
combined with equilibration methods (see Dafermos and Sparrow [7]), outperformed some 
previously suggested methods by more than ten times. Nagumey [20] and Friesz, Harker and 
Tobin [lo] also noted that the overall performance of the variational inequality method is 
affected by the scheme used to solve the embedded mathematical programming problem 
encountered at each iteration. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a general dynamic 
finite horizon spatial price equilibrium model in network form which extends the models of 
Takayama and Judge [29] in a number of directions. We state the equilibrium conditions, and 
following Nagurney [21] give alternative variational inequality formulations of the problem. 
In Section 3 we outline Gauss-Seidel serial decomposition methods by supply markets in time 
and by demand market in time. In Section 4 we outline adaptations of the equilibration schemes 
presented in Nagurney [21] for the static s.p.e.p. that can be embedded in the respective 
Gauss-Seidel scheme. 
In Section 5 we present computational results for the equilibrium schemes for randomly 
generated standard examples, that is, ones for which an equivalent mathematical programming 
formulation exists. In Section 6 we then present computational results for the Gauss-Seidel 
methods for the solution of the general temporal spatial price equilibrium problem for a variety 
of scenarios. 
2. A general dynamic spatial price equilibrium model 
In this section we present a generalized version in network form of the Takayama and Judge 
[29] temporal spatial price equilibrium model. We consider a finite time horizon and partition the 
horizon into discrete time periods, t, t = 1,. . . , T. We assume that a certain commodity is 
produced at m supply markets and is consumed at n demand markets. We denote a typical 
supply market by i and a typical demand market by j. We number the supply markets from 1 
through m and the demand markets from m + 1 through m + n. 
The notation to represent the dynamic spatial price equilibrium model is based on that of 
Aronson and Chen [l] for defining multiperiod pure network flow problems. Let sif denote the 
quantity of the commodity produced at supply market i in the t th period and let d,, denote the 
demand associated with the demand market j at the tth period. We arrange the supplies into 
T-tuples of vectors { si, . . . , sT} in [Wm. Then we incorporate the above T-tuples into a single 
vector s in lR”*. Similarly, we arrange the demands into T-tuples of vectors { d,, . . . , d,} in Iw “. 
Then we incorporate the T-tuples into a single vector d in IW”? 
Let xitjt denote the amount of the commodity shipped from supply market i to demand 
market j in period t. As mentioned in the Introduction, here we assume that the commodity can 
be inventoried at both the supply and the demand markets. Let xirit+i denote the amount of the 
commodity inventoried at supply market i from time period t to t + 1 and let xjtjr+i denote the 
amount inventoried at demand market j from t to t + 1. Finally, we denote the amount 
backordered at demand market j from time period t to t - 1 by xjljr_i. We group the 
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Supply Market Nodes 
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Demand Market Nodes 
Fig. 1. A network representation of the general temporal spatial price equilibrium problem. 
commodity shipments { xitlt} into a vector x1 in R,“r, the quantities inventoried at the supply 
markets, { X,tit+ 11, into a vector x2 in R m(r-l), the quantities inventoried at the demand markets, 
{ x~,~,+~}, into a vector x3 in [WnCTP1), and the quantities backordered { xjtjt_l } into a vector x4 
in lRn(T-l). We then group the vectors x1, x2, x3, x4 into a vector x in [WmnT+m(TP1)+2n(T-1). 
We associate with each supply market i at each time period t a supply price riit and with each 
demand market j at each time period t a demand price p,,. We arrange the supply prices into 
T-tuples of vectors { r,, . . . ,rT} in R m. Then, we incorporate this T-tuple into a vector 71 in R”r. 
Similarly, we arrange the demand prices into T-tuples of vectors { pl,. . . , pT} in R”. Then we 
incorporate this T-tuple into a single vector p in lR”r. 
We denote the transportation cost of the commodity from supply market i to demand market 
j at period t by citjt. We let cirif+l denote the inventorying cost at supply market i from t to 
t + 1, and we let cjvt+l denote the inventorying cost at demand market j from t to t + 1. We 
denote the backordering cost at demand market j from t to t - 1 by c~~,~_~. We group the 
transportation costs { cirjt} into a vector cl in R”“r, the supply market inventorying costs, 
{ citir+ 1 } into a vector c2 in R 
vector c3 in 03 n(T- l), 
m(T-l), the demand market inventorying costs {c ,,,+1} into a 
and the backordering costs { cjt f_ 1 } into a vector c4 in R”(f-“. We then 
group cl, c2, c3, cd into a single vector c in R mn?-+?&1)+2n(T-l) w . e assume that the transpor- 
tation, inventorying, and backordering costs are nonnegative. 
We now construct the dynamic spatial price equilibrium network G as follows. (For a 
graphical representation see Fig. 1.) For each period t, t = 1, . . . , T we construct m supply 
market nodes, denoted by the 2-tuples it,. . . , mt representing the supply markets at period t, and 
n demand market nodes, denoted by the 2-tuples (m + 1) t, . . . , (m + n) t, representing the 
demand markets at period t. For each time period t, we construct mn transportation links, a 
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typical one originating at a node it and terminating at a node jt. We denote such a link by itjt. 
Hence, the total number of transportation links in G is mnT. From each supply market node it, 
we then construct a supply market inventory link, denoted by itit + 1, terminating in supply 
market node it + 1; and from each demand market node jt we construct a demand market 
inventory link, denoted by jtjt + 1, terminating in demand market node jt + 1. There are a total 
of m( T - 1) supply market inventory links and n (T - 1) demand market inventory links. From 
each demand market node jt, we further construct a demand market backorder link, denoted by 
jtjt - 1, terminating in demand market node jt - 1, yielding a total of n( T - 1) backorder links. 
The total number of links in G is therefore mnT + m( T - 1) + 2n( T - 1). 
A sequence of links originating in supply market node it and terminating in demand market 
node jt’ induces a path. We refer to a typical path from a supply market node to a demand 
market node by Y. We consider only paths without cycles. 
In this network representation, we now associate with each defined link itjt’, an ~~~~~~~ We 
denote then the flow on a path r by x, which represents the quantity of the commodity utilizing 
path Y and the associated cost on path Y by C,. We let P denote the set of paths in the network, 
P” the set of paths originating in supply market node it, P,(, the set of paths terminating in 
demand market node jt’, and Piti,> the set of paths originating in supply market node it and 
terminating in demand market node jt’. Let ylP, nPJI, .np,,,, and nP , denote, respectively, the 
number of paths in the network, the number of paths originating in s;;%ply market it, the number 
of paths terminating in demand market node jt’, and the number of paths originating in supply 
market node it and terminating in demand market node jt’. 
We group the C,.‘s into a vector C in IR”’ and the x,‘s into a vector y in R”‘. 
Note that in applications, inventorying may be allowed only at the supply markets or at the 
demand markets or at certain supply and certain demand markets in certain time periods. 
Moreover, as mentioned in the Introduction, particular applications may preclude inventorying 
for more than one or several time periods due to perishability of the commodity. For such 
reasons the number of links and the number of paths in the network representation will be 
application dependent and, we expect that in most cases will be of a dimension lower than that 
in the general graphical representation in Fig. 1. In such cases, the sets Pit, P,tJ, and P,,,,,, 
denote the respective sets of paths restricted to contain only those paths which reflect the 
constraints imposed by the application. In Sections 5 and 6 we investigate the effects of such 
issues on the computations. 
The quantities produced and consumed must satisfy the following conditions: 
s rl= c xl.> d,,, = c x, (1) 
r=P” i-E P,*. 
Xitjt' = CXr8(itjt’)r (4 
where 6cjtjljj, = 1 if link itjt’ is contained in path r and 0, otherwise. The cost on r is given by 
Following Takayama and Judge [29], the temporal and spatial price equilibrium conditions 
here take the form: for all pairs of supply market nodes and demand market nodes it, jt’, 
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i=l,..., m; j=l,..., n; t=l,..., T, t’=l,..., T, and all paths r joining market nodes it, jt’ 
“it + CT 
i 
=Pjf’, if x, > 0, 
2 Pjt’ 9 if x,=0. 
(4 
In the special case where we have a single time period t, and, hence, t’ = t, equilibrium 
conditions (4) reduce to the static spatial price equilibrium conditions, in which C, consists of 
only the transportation cost. (see, e.g., Dafermos and Nagurney [6], Nagurney [21]). 
We now discuss the supply, demand, transportation, inventorying, and backordering cost 
structure. We consider here the general situation where the supply price associated with a supply 
market in any time period t may depend, in general, upon the quantity produced at every supply 
market in every time period. Similarly, the demand price associated with a demand market at 
any time period may depend upon, in general, the demand for the commodity at every demand 
market in every time period, that is, 
7r = 7?(s) (5) 
and 
p=?(d) (6) 
where fi and 3 are known smooth functions. 
We consider here also the general situation where the cost of transportation, inventorying, and 
backordering, may depend, in general, upon the quantities shipped between every pair of supply 
and demand markets within every time period, the quantities inventoried at the supply and the 
demand markets between every pair of successive time periods, and the quantities backordered at 
every demand market between every pair of time periods, that is, 
c = C^(x) (7) 
where c^ is a known smooth function. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the static spatial price equilibrium conditions have been 
formulated as a variational inequality (see [3], [8] and [12]). Noting that since the temporal 
spatial price equilibrium conditions (4) are identical to those governing the static problem (see 
[5]), we can write down directly the variational inequality formulation. 
Theorem. A commodity pattern (s, d, x) satisfying (1) and (2) is in equilibrium if and om’y if 
7;(s)(s’ -s)+e(x)(x’-x)+(d)(d’-d)>O (8) 
for all (s’, d’, x’) satisfying (1) and (2). 
When the supply and demand price and cost functions satisfy the strong monotonicity 
property 
[G(s’) -7j(s”)][s’-s”] + [E(x’) - 2(x”)][x’-x”] 
- [ fi(d’) -b(d”)] [d’- d”] 
>a( [Is’- s” 11 2 + )I x’ - x” 11 2 + 11 d’ - d” 11 “) (9) 
for all (s’, d’, x’), (s”, d”, x”) satisfying (1) and (2) where (Y is a positive constant, there exists 
a unique equilibrium which can be computed by a general iterative scheme devised by Dafermos 
141. 
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In the special case where the Jacobian matrices [a??/&~], [a?/&], and - [aj?/ad] are 
symmetric it is easy to see that (s, d, x) satisfies (8) if and only if it minimizes the functional 
F(s, d, x) =/B(s) d s + E(x) dx -b(d) dd (10) 
for (s, x, d) satisfying (1) and (2). In the symmetric case then there exists a unique equilibrium 
which can be constructed, at least in principle, by standard convex programming algorithms. For 
computational comparisons of the Frank-Wolfe [9] algorithm and computationally efficient 
equilibration schemes in the framework of the static s.p.e.p. see [21]. 
We now present three alternative variational inequality formulations of equilibrium conditions 
(4) equivalent to (S), but defined over Cartesian products of sets, in a manner similar to that 
given by Nagurney [21] for the static spatial price equilibrium problem.We will then exploit these 
formulations to suggest Gauss-Seidel decomposition procedures for the computation of the 
equilibrium. 
We define the vector j? E R”p with component vectors 
n;,, E [wnPj*’ = ((7Tii )‘“) T7r1)} E K+: . ..) {(Q )...) 7rmT)} E RnPMcf, 
and the vector jj E Iw”’ with component vectors jj,,, E R”P1f’= {( pir, . . . , P1d E 
Iw”P11 I,,). . , ) {(p&-, . . .) p,,)} E llPw 
Using (11, (2), (3), (51, and (7), we deduce that inequality (8) can be written as 
+T(~)(~‘-y) + C(y)(y’-y) -$(d)(d’- d) >, 0 for all (y’, d’) E K’, (11) 
where K’ = n’Yn T ,_,,,+ 1 *= 1 K,!*, where each Kft is given by 
K;t= (xr, 
i 
rE Pit, d,,) E Iw “‘~‘xRlx,,,O, djt= c x, _ 
I 
02) 
TEP,t 
We let yj* denote the vector of path flows for paths contained in Pjt. 
Similarly, using (l), (2), (3), (6), and (7) we deduce that inequality (8) can be written as 
T?(s)(s’-s) + C(y)(y’-y) -p(y)(y’-y) 20 for all (s’, y’) EK* 03) 
where K* = FIr!i ,‘= 1 Ki, where each Ki is given by 
( 
(Sit, (xr, r E Pi*)), E R’ X W”P’ilxr >, 0 and sit = c x, . 
I 
04) 
i-EP” 
Finally, using (U, G’L (3), (% (6), and (7) we deduce that inequality (8) can be written as 
+(_Y>(.Y’-_Y) + C(Y>(Y’-y) -P(y)(y’-y) 20 for all y’~ K3 (15) 
where K3 =n r E pKr and each K, is given by 
{x&VO]. (16) 
3. Algorithms for the general dynamic spatial price equilibrium problem 
In this section we briefly outline the Gauss-Seidel type algorithms for the solution of the 
general dynamic spatial price equilibrium problem. We first present a Gauss-Seidel linearization 
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decomposition method by demand markets in time and then by supply markets in time. Similar 
Gauss-Seidel methods were proposed in Nagurney [21] for the efficient solution of the static 
spatial price equilibrium problem. Indeed, these methods, in combination with equilibration 
schemes outperformed some previously suggested methods by more than ten times. Examples on 
the order of 50 supply markets and 50 demand markets were solved in approximately 4 CPU 
seconds, exclusive of input and output. 
For both of the Gauss-Seidel methods presented here one constructs new supply price and 
demand price functions and new cost functions and solves the decomposed variational in- 
equality, which here is equivalent to a quadratic programming problem and, therefore, can be 
solved by quadratic programming algorithms. One then updates the functions by using the latest 
available information and proceeds in a serial fashion to the next subproblem. For convergence 
results see Pang [24] and Nagurney [21] and the references therein. 
3.1. Decomposition by demand markets in time 
This algorithm proceeds in a serial manner from time period to time period, solving the 
demand market subproblem for each demand market in a given time period until variational 
inequality (11) is solved. 
Given a fixed demand market j at time period t, we construct new functions Gjt, new cost 
functions ?ltrjtjr and cj,, and a new demand price function jjf, which are linear and are defined 
as follows: 
(17) 
where DF,, denotes the diagonal of the Jacobian of the fj, functions with respect to yjr, and y’ 
denotes the latest y, that is, from the previously solved subproblem, 
cr = C cit,j,t”s~itfj~t,~)r for r E Pit 
ittJ“ttt 
(18) 
where 
c. I .I I, = ItJ t O,,,,,.,,,( X’)X;t’j’tff + (Cit’j’t” (x:t~j,t~~> - O,,,.,,..(X’)X:t~j~t,,) 0% 
where DC,,, , ,. denotes the diagonal of the Jacobian of the cost function C;,jjJt” with respect to 
x;,,~,~,, an d’ 
pjt(dJl) =D~,,(d’)djt+(Pjt(d’) -Dp,,,(d’)d~t) (20) 
where Dp,, denotes the tth diagonal element of the Jacobian of the demand price function pjt and 
d’ denotes the vector of the latest available demands. 
One then solves the decomposed variational inequality subproblem 
c 6t’jt(xr)(x: - xr) + C C(Yjt)Cx: - xi-> 
it’,rEP,/,, )-EP,, 
-pjif(djt)(d/: - dlt) > 0 for all (Yjt, d/t) E Kjt. (21) 
where +,t,jt denotes the it’-element of the vector Gjr. 
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But due to the construction of &,I, c,,, pjit, (21) is equivalent to the solution of the quadratic 
programming problem 
Min c /x’&i,lji(x) dx + c /“T. I,< tt(z) dz - Ju”‘(i,,(y) dy, 
rt’,rEP,p,, 0 i’t’j’,?’ O 
rrj f (22) 
where ujt = C, E p ~,6~,~~~~~,~),, over Kjt which can be effectively solved by a demand market in 
time equilibration scheme we present in Section 4. 
We initiate the algorithm with a (y’, d) E K’. We then form the functions irr, & r E Prr, 
and pII and solve (22) for j = t = 1. We continue in this manner through demand market m in 
period T. This is termed an iteration. 
3.2. Decomposition by supply markets in time 
Here we describe a supply market decomposition algorithm in time which proceeds in a serial 
manner from time period to time period and from supply market to supply market within a time 
period until variational inequality (13) is solved. 
Given a fixed supply market i in period t we construct new functions ji, and a new supply 
price function ii,, which are linear and given by 
air(Yit) = Dp,,(Y’)Y~t + (P,t(Y’) - Dp,,(Y’)Yi) (23) 
and 
iirtCSit) = D?r,,(s’)sif + (7iit(s’) - D7rz,(s’)s:t) (24) 
where Dp,, denotes the diagonal of the Jacobian of the functions pi, with respect to yit, where y,, 
is defined now, for simplicity of notation, as the collection of vectors x, such that r E P”. D,, 
denotes the tth element of the diagonal of the Jacobian of the supply price function iilr, and s’ 
denotes the latest computed s. The new cost functions cr are given again by (18) and (19) where 
now DC,,,,,, (xitfifl,,) denotes the diagonal of the Jacobian of the cost functions c,~,~~~,,, where 
r E Pir. One then solves the decomposed variational inequality subproblem 
ii,t(siz)(s:t -szt) + C C(Yit>Cx: - xr> - C jitjt’Cxr)Cx: - xr) 2 O (25) 
TGP” jt’.rEP,,,,, 
for all (sit, x, E Pit) E Kz. 
where j?,,,<, denotes the jt’-element of the vector ji,. But it follows from the construction of ii,,, 
eir, and pi, that (25) is equivalent to the solution of the minimization problem 
Mini”‘+it(x) dx + c /““iYi.llj.lll(~) dz = 
,‘tj-ftf’ 0 
c /X’jiijij(y) dy, 
Jf’,=P,,/ ’ 
(26) 
where air = C,, pZ~~rS~IIII,.l~l~r, ove  Kz which can be effectively solved via a supply market 
equilibration scheme over time we present in Section 4. 
We initiate this algorithm with a (s’, y’) E K*. Then we solve (26) for the new functions err, 
CT, r E PI’, ill. We update the vectors s’, y’, and proceed to the next supply market 
subproblem. We continue in such a manner through supply market m in period T. This is termed 
an iteration. 
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4. Equilibration operators 
In this section we describe algorithms for the solution of the dynamic spatial price equilibrium 
problem in which the supply price, demand price, and cost functions are linear. The supply price 
at a supply market in a period t depends only upon the quantity of the commodity produced at 
the supply market in a period t, the demand price at a demand market in a period t depends 
only upon the quantity of the commodity demanded at the demand market in the period t. The 
inventorying cost between two periods t and t + 1 at a supply (demand) market depends only 
upon the quantity of the commodity inventoried at the supply (demand) market between the two 
successive time periods. The backordering cost at a demand market between two time periods 
depends only upon the quantity of the commodity backordered between the two time periods. 
The transportation cost, in turn, between a pair of supply and demand markets within a time 
period depends only upon the quantity of the commodity shipped between that pair of supply 
and demand markets within that time period. 
Hence, we assume that the supply price functions (5) and the demand price functions (6) are 
of the form 
and 
where r,r, 
r;t = i;,t (sit) = r2,, + Ujt 9 i=l 2*.-T m, t=l,...,T (27) 
Pjt =F,t(djt) = -mjrd/t + q Jt ’ j=l,..., n, t=l,..., T, (28) 
mjr, uif, qir > 0 for all i, j and t. The cost functions (7) are also linear and of the form 
CitJt ’ = ;itjt’ ( x,,jt’) = gitjffxitjtr + ‘itjt’? 
i=l ,-.*> m, t=l,...,T, j=l,..., n, t’=l,..., T, (29) 
with &Jr’ 
and hirjtI > 0. 
Following Samuelson [26], Takayama and Judge [29], and Florian and Los [8], this model has 
an equivalent optimization formulation with objective function 
Minx J,‘“$,t (x) dx + c /ZrrK,il”“~it,t, (z) dz - c J”“/I, ( y) dy 
It itjt’ 0 jt’ O 
subject to constraints (1) and (2), or equivalently, 
Min c s” t P’Xr * 
rit (x) dx + c JX”“‘&irjr. (z) dz - c I”= ‘+pjr, (y) dy. 
If 0 ttjt’ 0 jt’ O 
(31) 
We now present adaptations of equilibration operators proposed in Nagurney [21] for the 
solution of the static s.p.e.p. and conceived by Dafermos and Sparrow [7] for the traffic network 
equilibrium problem with fixed demands. As in the static s.p.e.p. problem, in the case of linear 
supply price, demand price, and cost functions, these operators induce algorithms which take on 
a simple and elegant form for computational purposes. The first operator is associated with the 
demand markets and the second one with the supply markets. Starting from an initial commod- 
ity flow pattern satisfying (1) and (2), we construct a sequence of feasible flow patterns which 
reduce the value of the objective function OF given by (31). For convergence results see 
Dafermos and Sparrow [7] and Nagurney [22]. 
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4.1. Demand market equilibration operator in time 
This algorithm proceeds from time period to time period and from demand market to demand 
market within a time period, equilibrating the sum of the supply price and the cost of the path 
with the demand price at the demand market if there is positive flow from the supply market to 
the demand market until equilibrium condition (4) hold for each demand market. 
We seek an operator E,, corresponding to demand market j in period t. 
Let yERnP= {x,(x,>O}. We define y’ = Ejt as follows: We define r,, and r,+, and 
(~&Xix and (it’)min by 
r((rt’),,” + Cr,,” -pjr = min{ 7riz, + C, -P,~: i = 1,. . . , m; t’ = 1,. . . , T, r E I’,,,,,} (32) 
~~hxix + cr,,, - P,r 
= max{r;,,+C,-p,,: i=l,..., m; t’=l,..., T, rEP;,(,,, x,>O} (33) 
The calculation then of y’ = E,,y consists of the calculation of two new commodity flows x:,,, 
and xi,,, while holding all other commodity flows fixed. Let Ax,,“,. denote x,imiX - x,~,~~ and 
Ax,,,, = xi,,, - x,~,“. Equating then ( 7rc,t’clt’jk + Cr, - p,,) for k = max and k = mm‘ at the new 
commodity flow y’ we obtain the 2 X 2 system of equations 
( C gl,j,‘6(itj1’),_,,8(it,t’)~~,” + mjt + ‘(ir),,,8(rr),,,8(rt),,, Axi-max Itji’ 1 
+ 
( 
C gil,tr6(itjr’)rm,n + mjt + r(it)n,,n Axi-m,, = b2 
itjt ’ i 
where ‘(it) S(rt) m&Y ml” = 1, if (it) max = (it) min, and 0 otherwise, and 
-r(;~)mLns(i~)mln - ‘(it),,, 
where equations (1) and (2) have been used for simplicity. 
Under our assumptions, 
(34) 
(35) 
(37) 
where a,, and aI denote the coefficients of Ax,,,, and Ax,,,,, in (34), and azl and az2 denote 
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the coefficients of Ax,,,, and Ax,,,, in (35), respectively, is nonsingular because X = det( A). 
Hence, an application of Cramer’s rule to (34) and (35) yields: 
%ax 
bl = idet b a12 
[ 
, 
a22 
Ax,,,. 
2 
= idet (3% 
Since both x:,,, and xi,,, must be > 0, we must assure feasibility and, at the same time, 
improve the values of OF. If the computed values of Ax,,,, E [ -x,.~~, co), and Ax,,,, E 
[ - X&,“T co), feasibility of the improved solution is assured. If Ax,.,~ E (- 00, -x~,,,J, and 
Ax,,,,(- co, -x~,,,), we set Ax,,,, = -xrmaX and Ax,.,, = -x,~,“. On the other hand; if the 
computed Ax,=~ E [ -xrmax, co), but Ax E ( - co, -x~,,,), then set Ax,,,, = - x,~,” and retain 
the computed Ax,,,,. It is easy to ver2: that since b, < b,, in this case Ax,,,, E [ -x,~~~, 0). 
Finally, if AXE,,, E (- co, - x~,,,), but Ax,.,,, E [ -x,~,“, co), we proceed as follows: If Ax,,” E 
I- xr,,,, 01, we set Ax,_,~ = -x,~.~ and retain Ax,,,,. If Ax,,,, E (0, oo), we compute the solution 
to equation (35) for Ax,~~, with Ax,.,, = -x,~~~. If the value of -b, at this proposed y’ is 2 0, 
we retain these values. Otherwise, set Ax,,,, = 0, and solve for Ax,.,, using (34). If Ax,*~ < - xYmaX, 
set Ax,,,, = -x,~~~. 
Note that by construction, E,,y = y if and only if for r,, and rmin and jt equilibrium 
conditions (4) hold. In particular, ~~it~J,,, + Cr,,, - pJt = rcitrj_,, + Cr,,, - pjl = 0, where x,“,~~ > 0 
and r,, and r,, have been chosen so that for any i and 7 and Y E PJt 
T(lfl),,, + crm,, - Pjt G T2 + cr - Pjt G T(tt’),,, + crm,, - Pjl. (40) 
Therefore, if E,,y = y, then all supply markets are all time periods, with x,. > 0 satisfy (4). 
Also, it is clear that E,, is a continuous mapping from R ” to Iw “P. Finally, E,, decreases OF 
and OF( E,,y) = OF(y) for some y E R”’ implies that E,,y = y. 
We thus define the operator E(l) as the composition of the operators E,, U . . . U EnT. Hence, 
E(l) has the same properties as E,,. In the case of a single time period this operator collapses to 
the demand market equilibration operator given in Nagurney [21] (see also [22]). 
4.2. Supply market equilibration operator in time 
Here we seek an operator Ek* corresponding to supply market k at period t. 
Let y E nP = {x, 1 x, >, 0). We define y’ = Ek’y as follows: We define rk,, and r,$,, and the 
new (it’),, and (it’),, by 
flkt + Cr;,, -P(,~<,,,, = min{ 7rkl + Crf -pit!: i = 1,. . . , n; t’= 1,. . . , T, r’ E Pk,,,f} (41) 
=max{~~t+Crf-pkrJ: i=l,..., n: t’=l,..., T, r’EPktrt,, x,>O}. (42) 
The calculation then of y’ = Ekry consists of the calculation of two new flows x:;,, and x.;;,” 
while holding all other flows fixed. Let Ax,.;~,,, = xi;,. - x,.;~,,, and Ax,;,, = xi;,, - x,.;,,. Equating 
them ( rkt + C, - pcitjj) for j = max and j = min at the new commodity flow y’ we again obtain 
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(43) 
+ c gitjt’S(itjtr)rA,n ’ m(it’),,, + rkt Axr,l,,,, = b; (44) 
itjt’ 
where 6~it~j,,,6~it,j,,, = 1, if (it’),, = ( it’)min, and 0 otherwise where equations (1) and (2) have 
been used for simplicity. Under our assumptions, 
A’= [a”%: a”i:] (45) 
where a;, and ai2 denote the coefficients of Ax,;,, and AX,~~ in (43) and a;, and ai denote 
the coefficients of Ax,;,. and Ax,;,, in (44) respectively, is nonsingular because A’ = det( A’) is 
positive. 
An application of Cramer’s rule thus yields 
%~,,, = $det 
6 a;1 
[ 1 b’ b; ’ a;2 Ax,sn =$det a:’ bj . [ 1 a21 2 (46) 
Since both x:;, and x:;,. must be 2 0, we must assure feasibility while, at the same time, 
improve the value of OF. If the computed values of Ax,;~~ E [ -x7;,,, co), and Ax,,” E [ - xrA,,,,,, CO), 
feasibility of the improved solution is assured. If Ax,.;_ E (- cc, -x~~~,,) and Ax,,” E (- CO, x I 
then set Ax,;~~ = -x~;,,, Ax,,~ = -x,.;,,. 
rnl,n ) 
On the other hand, if the computed Ax,;,,. E [ - xrka,, CO), 
but Ax,.;,, E (- co, -x~;,,), then set Ax,;,, = -x~;,, and retain the computed Ax,*~. Finally, if 
Ax,_ E (- cc, -x,.;,,), but Ax,.;,, E [-x,.;,,, cc), we proceed as follows: If Ax,;,,,,, E [-x,.;,,, 0] we 
set Ax,;,, = -x,.~, and retain Ax,;,,. If Ax,.;,, E (0, co), we compute the solution to equation (44) 
for Ax,;~~, with AxrAax = -x,.&,,. If the value of -b; at this proposed y’ is 3 0 we retain these 
values. Otherwise set Ax,.;,, = 0, and solve for Ax,.;,, using (43). If Ax,.;,~ < -x~,;,,, set Ax,*~ = 
- X&; 
We define the operator Ec2) as the composition of the operators El’ U . . . U EmT. Here, again, 
Ek’ is a continuous mapping from Iw nP to R nP, OF( Ekty) < OF(y) for all y E R nP and 
OF( Ekty) = OF(y) for some y E lRflP implies that Ekty =y, from which it follows that Ec2) also 
has the same properties as Ek’. 
5. Computational experience with equilibration operators 
Here we consider the dynamic spatial price equilibrium problem where the supply price 
functions are given by (27), the demand price functions are given by (28), and the inventorying, 
backordering, and transportation cost functions are given by (29) and we give computational 
results for the algorithms outlined in Section 4 for the solution of such dynamic s.p.e.p.‘s. 
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All of the examples in this section were generated as follows. The supply price, demand price, 
and transportation cost function slopes and intercepts (cf. (27) (28), (29)), were generated 
randomly and uniformly as whole numbers within the following ranges: rit E [3, lo], uir E [lo, 251, 
-m,, E [ - 1, -51, qjt E [150, 6501, gitjt E [l, 151, and hilit E [lo, 251, i = 1,. . . , m; j = m + 
1 ,m+n; t=l,..., 
hl,;; 1 
T. The supply price inventorying cost slopes girit+i and the intercepts 
were generated within the ranges defined by 0.075 times the lower and upper limits of the 
supply price cost function ranges, respectively. The demand inventorying cost slopes gjt,,+i and 
the backordering slopes gitj,_i, were generated in the range defined by 0.075 times the sum of 
the lower limits for the supply price and transportation cost function slopes as the lower limit 
and 0.075 times the sum of the upper limits of the slopes for the supply price and transportation 
cost functions as the upper limit. The intercepts hjtjt+l and hjtjt_, were generated in a similar 
fashion, utilizing the sum of the supply price and transportation cost intercept limits. 
The initial commodity flow y(i) was generated as follows. The flow on paths corresponding to 
transportation links were generated whole numbers in the range 1 through 5, and identical for a 
given example; all other flows were set equal to zero. 
The two equilibration operators E(i) and Ec2) proposed here were coded in FORTRAN and 
all examples were run on the CYBER 830 under the NOS/VE operating system at the University 
of Massachusetts. The termination criterion was: 1 riirit + C, -pjtl 1 G 10 for all supply and 
demand market pairs and time periods, and for all paths Y E P,,j,f, such that x, > 0, and 
]rnin( Tit + C,. - p,,?) 1 G 10 otherwise. The number of iterations and CPU time were measured 
(exclusive of data generation, input, setup and output times) and reported for all the examples. 
We first considered examples in which only inventorying at supply markets is allowed. In this 
case (cf. Fig. l), the number of links in the network representation is mnT + m( T - 1). For these 
examples, reported in Table 1, we fixed the number of supply and demand markets and 
increased the number of time periods incrementally by two periods, starting with two time 
periods and continuing through ten time periods. In these examples, inventorying was permitted 
over all time periods, as dictated by the equilibrium conditions; that is, in the case of two time 
periods inventorying was permitted between time period one and two; analogously, in the case of 
ten time periods, inventorying was permitted between time periods one and ten. 
We then selected the ten time period cases reported on in Table 1 and considered the situation 
in which inventorying at the supply markets is permitted for only a certain number of time 
periods-specifically for over one, five, and over all time periods. These results are reported on 
in Table 2. 
Table 1 
Computational experience for the equilibration methods E(l) and E’*) for randomly generated dynamic s.p.e. 
problems inventorying at supply markets permitted over all time periods. CPU time in seconds (# of iterations) 
in n T=2 4 6 8 10 
10 10 E(t) 2.2 (9) 9.0 (13) 20.2 (16) 38.7 (13) 59.4 (14) 
E’*’ 1.6 (7) 7.2 (8) 16.1 (7) 31.0 (8) 48.9 (8) 
10 20 E”’ 8.9 (13) 33.4 (16) 82.2 (16) 150.0 (18) 229.1 (18) 
E(2) 5.0 (7) 20.1 (6) 50.0 (7) 92.6 (9) 149.8 (12) 
20 20 E”’ 29.8 (12) 117.3 (14) 292.2 (14) 511.3 (17) 811.8 (18) 
E(2) 20.1 (9) 80.4 (11) 185.2 (11) 335.1 (12) 533.7 (12) 
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Table 2 
Computational experience for the equilibration methods Et’) and E(*) for randomly generated dynamic s.p.e. 
problems inventorying at supply markets restricted over the number of time periods. CPU time in seconds (# of 
iterations) 
m n T=lO Inventorying restricted over 
10 10 
10 20 
20 20 
E(i) 
E (2) 
E(i) 
E(2) 
E(‘) 
E’*’ 
1 time period 
32.4 (8) 
34.4 (10) 
122.1 (11) 
108.6 (12) 
465.6 (11) 
426.3 (15) 
5 time periods 
53.8 (13) 
44.4 (8) 
206.4 (18) 
133.7 (11) 
749.6 (18) 
501.2 (11) 
All time periods 
59.4 (14) 
48.9 (8) 
229.1 (18) 
149.8 (12) 
811.8 (18) 
533.7 (12) 
Finally, we considered a series of examples in which inventorying at both supply and demand 
markets is permitted and backordering is also allowed (over all time periods) and we varied the 
time periods from two through five. This is the network model given in Fig. 1. Here we did not 
restrict the number of time periods for inventorying. Our results are reported in Table 3. 
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 3, the CPU time for E(l) and Ec2) increases quadratically as 
the number of time periods is increased. In the case that inventorying is restricted over a number 
of time periods, Table 2 suggests that inventorying over a single time period is not substantially 
computationally cheaper than inventorying over all time periods. Finally, the scenario in which 
inventorying at both supply and demand markets, and backordering is permitted considered in 
Table 3 is only approximately twice as computationally expensive as the problem of the same 
dimension reported in Table 1. 
Table 3 
Computational experience for the equilibration methods E(i) and EC2) for randomly generated dynamic s.p.e. 
problems inventorying at supply markets, at demand markets, and backordering permitted over all time periods. CPU 
time in seconds (# of iterations) 
m n T=2 3 4 5 
10 10 E(i) 4.1 (13) 11.2 (13) 23.3 (11) 42.6 (12) 
E(2) 2.9 (7) 8.1 (7) 17.6 (8) 33.8 (8) 
10 15 E(i) 7.1 (15) 19.8 (12) 41.4 (16) 82.1 (15) 
,+’ 4.9 (8) 13.2 (7) 29.7 (7) 54.2 (7) 
15 15 E(i) 15.4 (12) 41.6 (14) 77.4 (14) 143.8 (12) 
E(2) 11.4 (10) 28.7 (11) 57.9 (10) 109.9 (12) 
15 20 E(‘) 27.9 (16) 66.5 (18) 143.0 (16) 280.9 (19) 
E(2) 17.0 (8) 47.1 (9) 96.3 (11) 174.5 (11) 
20 20 E(i) 45.2 (16) 107.7 (16) 231.6 (18) 465.1 
E(2) 
(24) 
29.1 (11) 71.6 (12) 146.6 (11) 274.5 (15) 
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6. Computational experience with decomposition schemes 
In this section we consider the general dynamic spatial price equilibrium model outlined in 
Section 2. Our computational experience is for examples with linear asymmetric functions. 
Hence, here we assume that the supply price functions (5) are given by 
rit = 7Tit (s) = C ritjtfs,tT + uit, 
jt’ 
(47) 
the demand price functions (6) are given by 
Pjt =jjt(d) = - Cmjtittditj + q/t, 
it’ 
and the cost functions (7) are given by 
c,tjt’ = C^it,t’(X) = CgttjtTXitjt’ + hitjt’ 
jt’ 
(49) 
where the not necessarily symmetric Jacobians of the supply price, demand price, and cost 
functions are positive definite. We refer, henceforth, to the Gauss-Seidel decomposition by 
demand markets in time and by supply markets in time as GS”’ and GS’*‘, respectively. We refer 
to the GS”’ method with the embedded E(l) method as GS(‘)E(‘), and to the GSc2’ method with 
the embedded Ec2) method as GS(2)E(2). 
All of the examples were generated as follows. The number of cross-terms for any supply 
price, demand price or cost function (cf. (47), (48), (49)) ranged from 1 to 5 and were generated 
to ensure that the Jacobian matrices of these functions were strictly diagonally dominant and, 
hence, positive definite. The diagonal terms, the intercepts and the initial commodity pattern 
were generated in the manner outlined in Section 5. 
These algorithms were also coded in FORTRAN and all examples run on the CYBER 830 at 
the University of Massachusetts. The termination criterion used was that the condition for 
termination of the equilibration operators given in Section 5 has to hold for two consecutive 
iterations of the Gauss-Seidel scheme. 
Parallel to the computational tests of Section 5, we again considered first examples in which 
inventorying only at the supply markets is allowed, where the inventorying is permitted over all 
time periods. The results are reported in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Computational experience for the decomposition methods GS(‘)E(‘) and GS’*‘E’*’ for randomly generated general 
dynamic s.p.e. problems inventorying at supply markets permitted over all time periods. CPU time in seconds (# of 
iterations) 
m n T=2 4 6 8 10 
10 10 GS”‘E”’ 1.6 (7) 8.0 (8) 27.5 (13) 55.5 (11) 85.1 (11) 
G’$*‘,I+*’ 1.7 (8) 8.8 (8) 29.5 (12) 69.5 (16) 112.8 (14) 
10 20 G‘&“E”’ 5.5 (10) 29.5 (12) 83.4 (15) 129.1 (12) 202.0 (12) 
G‘#*‘E’Z’ 4.6 (7) 30.8 (13) 87.6 (16) 144.1 (11) 239.0 (11) 
20 20 G‘$“E”’ 21.1 (11) 103.2 (13) 230.4 (13) 573.6 (16) 859.8 (17) 
G’+$‘,Z+ 17.2 (7) 112.5 (13) 269.7 (18) 509.4 (16) 758.4 (14) 
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Table 5 
Computational experience for the decomposition methods GS(‘)E(‘) and GS(2’E(2’ for randomly generated general 
dynamic s.p.e. problems. Inventorying at supply markets restricted over the number of time periods. CPU time in 
seconds (# of iterations) 
m 
10 
10 
n 
10 
20 
T=lO 
GS(‘)E(‘) 
GS(2)E(2) 
GS”‘E”’ 
GS’*‘@’ 
Inventorying restricted over 
1 time period 5 time periods 
36.9 (10) 72.2 (11) 
37.7 (10) 102.1 (14) 
106.4 (10) 177.6 (12) 
103.3 (8) 233.3 (13) 
All time periods 
85.1 (11) 
112.8 (14) 
202.0 (12) 
239.0 (11) 
20 20 GS(‘),@‘) 461.7 (12) 800.5 (19) 859.8 (17) 
GS’*‘E’2’ 417.2 (12) 696.8 (14) 758.4 (14) 
We then selected the ten time period examples reported on in Table 4 and restricted 
inventorying to only over a single time period, five time periods, and all time periods. These 
results are listed in Table 5. 
Finally, we considered a series of examples, in which inventorying is permitted at both supply 
and demand markets and backordering is also allowed over all time periods and varied the time 
periods from two through five. These experiments are given in Table 6. 
Tables 4 and 6 suggest that the CPU time for GS(‘)E(‘) and GS(*)Ec2) increases quadratically 
as the number of time periods for a given example is increased. The scenario considered in Table 
6 in which inventorying at both types of markets and backordering is permitted appears two to 
five times computationally more expensive than the problems of the same dimension reported in 
Table 4. 
Table 6 
Computational experience for the decomposition methods GS(‘)E(‘) and GS(2)E(2) for randomly generated general 
dynamic s.p.e. problems. Inventorying at supply markets, at demand markets, and backordering permitted over all 
time periods. CPU time in seconds (# of iterations) 
m n T=2 3 4 5 
10 10 GS(‘)E(‘) 4.2 (9) 16.0 (11) 40.5 (11) 93.1 
GS(*)E(*) 
(13) 
4.1 (8) 17.6 (11) 40.2 (9) 111.1 (18) 
10 15 GS(‘)E(‘) 8.8 (11) 30.2 (15) 70.3 (14) 159.7 
GS(*)E(*) 
(14) 
7.9 (9) 24.3 (9) 76.0 (13) 137.5 (13) 
15 15 GS(‘)E(‘) 17.0 (12) 51.1 (12) 146.2 (15) 279.7 
GS’*‘E’*’ 
(15) 
14.6 (8) 54.8 (13) 148.1 (20) 242.2 (15) 
15 20 GS(i)E(‘) 23.7 (12) 84.3 (15) 196.2 (14) 513.5 
GS@)E@) 
(20) 
22.2 (9) 72.9 (14) 224.9 (17) 421.2 (17) 
20 20 GS”‘E”’ 35.2 (12) 167.7 (21) 287.4 (14) 493.0 
GS(*)E(z) 
(13) 
36.0 (13) 110.7 (13) 280.5 (16) 596.5 (18) 
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7. Conclusions 
In this paper, we present a general dynamic finite horizon spatial price equilibrium model. We 
then provide alternative variational inequality formulations of the temporal and spatial equi- 
librium conditions. We apply Gauss-Seidel schemes for the solution of a variety of problem 
scenarios. Our computational experience suggests that the schemes are appropriate for problems 
typically encountered in practice. Further research may generate even more effective algorithms 
and starting strategies which take advantage of the special structure of the underlying network. 
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